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Our strength is to market original molecules supported by a dedicated technical team
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Elgon Kenya Limited
in drive to reward farmers
The primary objective of the scheme is to spur
development and innovation in farming, from the
smallest to large-scale, as each has a role to play in
the bigger picture.
Elgon Kenya Limited is happy to announce a new initiative to reward farmers for ensuring that
we have food on our tables. Through the Elgon Farmers Award set to debut at the end of this year,
we are charting a new path, which we hope to grow into the next most exciting event in the annual
farming calendar.
Farming as we know it has never been anyone’s choice career. It has been said time and again
that for an agricultural economy like ours, the sector calls for a paradigm shift from the perception
it has carried as a low-life occupation into a business.
This year, Elgon Kenya is proud to be associated with important awards in which the company
has paticipated and won top accolades. We were on the list of finalists for the just concluded 2012
World Entrepreneur of the Year organized by Ernst and Young. Elgon Kenya was nominated for its
role in supporting farmers’ access agricultural inputs, a development that has made the company
a leader in this segment, as we supply across all agricultural crops- horticulture, floriculture, coffee,
tea, cereals etc. Our innovative approach towards offering agricultural solutions to farmers as a
way of enhancing food security, alleviating rural poverty and contributing to the attainment of
Vision 2030 were recognized.
Hot on the heels of this achievement, Elgon Kenya Limited is the DuPont 2012 Environmental
Respect Award winner. Sponsored by international organizations, DuPont Crop Protection,
FarmChemicals International and CropLife magazine, the Environmental Respect Awards is a continuing effort to honour farm supply businesses that preserve and protect the environment in the course
of their service to farmers with nutrients, pest control and agronomic information critical to effective
crop production.
The program seeks to recognize good stewards, encourage stewardship among other agri-businesses, and disseminate information that provides managers with ideas on improving operations.
This year’s winners were chosen from 65 entries from more than 20 countries, with representatives
from only two African countries to have won the award, the other being an agent from Algeria.
Which brings me back to the Elgon Farmer Award Scheme. It is one thing recognizing the efforts
of companies that support farmers, and quite another to reward the farmers. While there are efforts administered by a few organizations to pay tribute to those on the tail end of agriculture, it is
obvious that there has not been a national event dedicated to saying thank you to this group, yet
it is touted as the mainstay of our economy as well as the biggest employer.
As an agricultural inputs company, Elgon Kenya has decided that for dignity to return to the soil,
farmers need to be rewarded at national level for their hard work. The primary objective of the
scheme is to spur development and innovation in farming, right from the smallest to large-scale,
as each has a role to play in the bigger picture.
Our expectations in taking this initiative are that from the inaugural awards, this scheme can
grow into an event that is as big as our agricultural sector, and we would like to appeal to stakeholders to join us in making the project a big reward to our farmers who deserve recognition for
toiling to feed us.
Rewarding farmers, while not an end in itself, we believe, will go a long way in making them
proud of their occupation, and in the process, make us all take pride in our agriculture.

Bimal Kantaria

Our expectations in
taking this initiative are
that from the inaugural
awards slated for end of
this year can grow into an
event that is as big as our
agricultural sector, and we
would like to appeal to
stakeholders to join us in
making the project a big
reward to our farmers who
deserve recognition for
toiling to feed us.
Elgon Kenya Limited
Director Bimal Kantaria
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Agriculture is truly the mainstay of Kenya’s economy. That agriculture
dominates all economic activities in Kenya is underscored by the fact that
besides being the largest contributor to the country’s gross domestic product
(contributing 24 % of the GDP), it generates 50% of export revenue. Among the
sector’s biggest earners is horticulture which currently contributes about Ksh250
billion to the economy (in terms of both export and local consumption) while
employing about .5 million people.
Indeed, in recognition of its vital role, the Kenya government has invested
heavily –in policy terms, cash and human resources as well as in making rural
access roads and other infrastructure better. In Vision 2030, the government has
also identified and targeted agriculture as one of the six pillars of the economy
whose development will help to create what is termed “a globally competitive and prosperous nation” that will be
enjoying high quality life by 2030. For purposes of improving agriculture, the Vision recognizes the following:
g The need for policy reforms;
g Reduction in the cost of fertilizer;
g Creation of livestock disease-free zone in arid and semi-arid lands (ASALs); and,
g General development of ASALs.
In more ways than one, Elgon Kenya bases its business in line with Kenya’s desire to raise the profile of the
agricultural sector. We recognize that we have a role to play in helping the country realize the noble and lofty goals
of Vision 2030. The company does this by steering its business in a way that would address some of the teething
challenges facing the sector. Among these is the fact that only about 15-17% of Kenya’s total land area has sufficient
fertility and rainfall to support farming and that only between 7% and 8% of the land can be classified as first-class
agricultural land. Although, the rest is not really suitable for farming, we recognize that expanding cultivation into
these marginal lands -through provision of water and raising the fertility of the land- is key if Kenya is to achieve the
goals stated in Vision 2030.
We believe that although it is important to meet Kenya’s total fertilizer needs of 271,000 metric tons, it is probably
more important to train farmers on how to use different types of fertilizers. In this regard, we have rolled out a
nation-wide training programme that aims at arming farmers with adequate information on how to use fertilizer
so that they can raise farm productivity. The programme started off in Mount Kenya and Rift Valley regions and
will soon be extended to all corners of the republic. In addition, our agricultural consultancy services are available
for those in need. Elgon Kenya recognizes that supplying farmers with superior seed would play a crucial role in
enhancing agricultural production. We have therefore made available to farmers different varieties of hybrid seed
through our extensive network of distributors, wholesalers and retailers.
In our attempt to address biting water shortages, particularly in more marginal areas, we supply farmers with
drip irrigation kits and have sufficient stocks for every farmer in the country. The kits enable farmers to save on
water (and even fertilizer) by allowing it to drip or trickle slowly to the roots of plants through a network of valves,
pipes and tubes. Elgon Kenya’s kits are appropriate for all types of farming.
Last, but not least, we have a whole range of products that can help farmers stem losses they incur as a result of
pest infestation. Besides environmentally-friendly herbicides and fungicides, we also supply post harvest chemicals
and plant growth regulators as well as a wide range of farm hardware. Indeed, we are a one-stop shop for all what
farmers need to convert their agricultural activities into high-yielding and high-earning farming enterprises.
We believe that making these products readily available and accessible to farmers and at a cost they can afford,
is our contribution to helping Kenya achieve agricultural goals stated in Vision 2030.
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Flower industry growing
despite challenges
BY BAIJU KANTARIA

T

he flower industry in Kenya is
arguably one of the best managed
sectors despite the challenges
cited by stakeholders from time
to time. The sector has managed
to keep its growth curve upwards even during
the worst times occasioned by drought, floods
or political unrests. Available data from the
Horticultural Crops Development Authority
indicate that over the past 20 years, the fresh
produce sector has maintained a steady annual
growth of 10 per cent for both export and
domestic markets.
According to the Kenya Flower Council, the
flower sector has maintained a comfortable
lead, supplying 55 per cent of global supplies.
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That the flower sector is a force to reckon
with is best exemplified the first International
Flower Exhibition that was held in March in
Nairobi, where visiting buyers were wowed by
the display of flowers grown in Kenya. The show
organizer Dick Ramsdonk was quoted as saying
that the show exceeded his expectations and
was headed to becoming the world’s number
one flower exhibition.
These sentiments were rubberstamped
by some visiting South Africans in May, who
confessed that the continental powerhouse
“fears” Kenya’s supremacy in this sector and the
question; can we compete with Kenya flowers
is always followed by an emphatic no!
In this chain, reports the Ministry of
Agriculture, some 500,000 people are
employed by the sector, making it one of the
largest employers since majority of these is
employed at farm level. This, ostensibly make
floriculture a key driver of Kenya’s economic

and social development blueprint, Vision 2030
which seek to propel the country into a middle
income state in 20 years.
We at Elgon Kenya strive to walk with this
vision, by developing products and services
that support, not just the horticulture but the
greater agriculture industry to play its leading
role in creating employment, alleviating rural
poverty, improving food security and joining
the voices calling for creation of industries to
ensure that Kenya adds value to goods instead
of marketing raw products.
It is for this reason that we are delighted to
see reports indicating that the horticulture
sub-sector, although witnessing a decline in
production in 2011 achieved higher earnings,
according to the Kenya National Bureau of
Statistics Economic Survey released recently
by Planning and Vision 2030 Minister Wycliffe
Oparanya.
Since 2010, the three broad categories of
horticultural produce showed varying trends
with cut flowers and fruits recording increases
in volume while vegetables declined by 9.9
percent to 68.1 thousand tonnes.
The cut flowers accounted for more than
half of total horticultural export volumes and
almost two-thirds of total horticultural export
values
In monetary terms, out of the Kshs.11.2 billion
increase in the value of fresh horticultural
exports in 2011, cut flowers contributed Kshs.
8.9 billion. The cut-flowers recorded the highest
value of exports in the fourth quarter while the
lowest value was recorded in the third quarter
of 2011.
At Elgon Kenya Limited, we are happy to
serve this growth sector.

Crushing powdery mildew
with impact® 125 sc
By Dickson Macharia

A

s the Growers’ best partner
in crop protection, Elgon
Kenya Limited recognizes
the damaging impact that
Powdery mildew brings in
roses and other crops.
In partnership with the Danish company

Cheminova, Elgon Kenya introduces the best
solution for Powdery mildew- IMPACT® 125
SC. This fungicide, whose Active Ingredient
is Flutriafol, is proving to be a hit as far as the
control of powdery mildew is concerned. It is
worth noting that apart from Powdery mildew,
IMPACT® 125 SC is also effective against Rust,
Leaf spots, Botrytis as well as Glume blotch.
Below are just few reasons that make
IMPACT® 125 SC special, reason that flower,
cereal and vegetable growers should always
put IMPACT® 125 SC first in their list.
IMPACT® 125 SC acts in three ways-It has
Preventive, Curative and eradicant activity. This
is vital for the grower in terms of cots saving.
One spray equivalent to three!
It has long residual activity. When compared
to most products, IMPACT® 125 SC will serve
you longer after spraying resulting in fewer
sprays in the long run.
High rain-fastness: IMPACT® 125 SC
penetrates the outer layers of the leaves very
quickly. This results in fast uptake that means
low sensitivity to rain after spraying.
Resistance management: IMPACT® 125 SC
fits in well here. Just to give an example, it is
currently being used successfully in programs
that include meltatox and Impulse. While you
can not follow these two fungicides, you can
follow IMPACT® 125 SC with either of these.
Compatibility: IMPACT® 125 SC is compatible
with most insecticides and fungicides.However,
like for all agrochemicals, a phyto-toxity test
prior to a commercial spray is recommended in
mixtures.
Being a W.H.O. Class III Molecule, it is relatively
safe to Humans, animals and the environment.
Its degradation in the environment is quick
hence enhancing safety after its use.
Like in the application of all Agrochemical
products, all Safety procedures must be

adhered to before, during and after application
of IMPACT® 125 SC.
Elgon Kenya Limited has been supplying
IMPACT® 125 SC to major companies
in the Flower and vegetable industry.
Vegpro,Finlays,Equinox, PJ Dave to name but
a few are some of the many companies in the
region currently enjoying the benefits of this
wonderful product.
Apart from Roses (Powdery mildew
and Botrytis),good results have also been
achieved in: Peas(Powdery mildew and
and
Black
Aschochyta),Carnation(Rust
spots),Wheat and barley(Rust and Glume
blotch) Etc.
For the best Impact against Powdery Mildew,
Rust and Spots, You are in safe hands with Elgon
Kenya’s IMPACT® 125 SC.

Elgon Kenya
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A cup a day keeps children in school

Mr Rajinkant Kantaria, Chairman,
Elgon Kenya Limited

M

any years after Elgon Kenya
Limited relocated from
Redhill in Limuru where
it was founded in the last
century, the company
remains a household name in the area thanks
to continued support for a school that was
established by the company’s matriarch.
Nanalal Kantaria, or Nanu as the residents
fondly remember him, passed on in 1990 but
his memory lives on through Nyanjega primary
school which he started after he was touched
by the plight of the many poor children whose
parents were casual workers in the surrounding
tea plantations in 1980.
Not only did he serve as the patron but also
as the treasurer in the school’s formative years.
He went on to negotiate with the government
and managed to get a 15-acre land, that later
expanded to 25 acres. Today, the school , with
a population of about 450 pupils, prides itself as
having some of the best classroom blocks in the
area. He built the school with his own money.
The situation has not changed much,
according to the headmaster of the school Mr
David Njoroge Mwaniki, who says that a feeding
programme funded by Elgon Kenya Limited that
gives children a cup of porridge has helped keep
them in school.
In a moving narrative, he says that the cup
is the only meal for some of these children, and
probably the principal reason why they come to
school. ‘Elgon Kenya Limited provides the flour,
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firewood and pays the cooks’, he said adding that
the company has supported the school in many
ways including building of classes.
Even after Nanu passed on, the next in line Mr
Rajinkant Kantaria has continued the legacy of
supporting these children to get basic education,
Mr Mwaniki said. Rajinkant is the chairman of
Elgon Kenya Limited.
The fruits of this has been the construction of
the Nyanjega Secondary School, that has been
put up on a land donated by the primary school
giving the children a chance at joining school, a
major development for a community where due
to financial constraints and scarcity of form one
places, many end up dropping out after class
eight.
Elgon Kenya is supporting some of the
Nyanjega students who have joined the day
secondary school.
In addition, Elgon Kenya has donated and fixed
both school’s water system by installing tanks
and pumps. One of the facilities is a 10,000 litre
tank that ensures the school taps never dry up as

Church hall built by the late Nanalal Kantaria
they are kept flowing by pumping water from a
nearby river.
According to area residents, if it wasn’t for
Elgon Kenya Limited, there wouldn’t be a school
where Nyanjega primary and now secondary
stand. The company financed the re-roofing of
the entire school when the original wore off.
The school is in urgent need of teachers at all
levels because many in the profession don’t stay
because of long the distance from the main road.

Nyanjega Primary School.
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The missing link

Elgon Kenya West Rift Agronomist Edwin Nyabiba
BY EDWIN O. NYABIBA

O

ver and over the role
of extension officers in
enhancing agric-production
has been emphasized. Little
however has been put in
place to ensure these fundamental staff are
facilitated and as well equipped to deal with
the day to day challenges they undergo. Their
role has been limited to Ministry of Agriculture
employees to cover the ever increasing number
of small to large farmers for the various crops
grown in the country. It is however doubtful if
these able men and women can bridge the gap
of and reduce the ration of extension officers to
farmers as required.
Which pegs one question; what is the role of
private players in helping tackle this eminent
deficiency in extension personnel? Elgon Kenya
Limited (a leading agro supplier in Kenya) has
embarked on an ambitious program rolled out

10 Elgon Kenya

by its pool of agronomists to train farmers at their
level of operations i.e. farms and shops. In these
events the farmers the farmers are trained on a
need based approach where they get to interact
and share ideas on their day to day farming
experiences. In questions and challenges they
undergo they get a chance to get professional
advice on the best agricultural practices they can
employ in their farms.
One aspect still forgotten is the element of ‘Crop
Protection’ which has not been given the proper
emphasis as required. Recent occurrences as the
Maize necrotic disease which has threatened
to wipe out the entire maize plantations in the
country has been attributed to lack of proper
crop protection. Such forums also bring into
scope the best crop protection practice that can
be employed to achieve maximum production
from their farms.
As a company we have engaged farmers
from all corners mostly in Central province
and Rift valley which is the grain basket

of our nation. How do we ensure the right
information is passed to the masses in as
far as crop protection is concerned? Mainly
crop protection pesticides are distributed in
the country thro’ agro-retail channels better
known as (Agro-vets). Elgon Kenya Ltd has also
incorporated the agro-dealers in their training
cycle to ensure they have the right information
which will ultimately be passed down to the
farmers whenever they buy the products. The
dealers are a crucial link between the Company
and the farmers since they get to communicate
the latest developments in the agrochemical
world and also inform them on our ever
expanding product portfolio latest being the
IPM products.
Through such engagements Elgon Kenya
Ltd has established itself as a power house in
agribusiness world with a mandate which cuts
across the divide not just as a profit making
organization but rather a trusted partner in day
to day farming activities for all farmers.

Nutrition
in coffee
This entails proper application of
required amounts of nutrients at the
time they are required by the plant
to offer maximum utilization and to
produce the desired outcome.

KABIRU FRANCIS
nspite of using quality pesticides for
control of pests and diseases in coffee,
proper nutrition is paramount for good
and quality coffee from our coffee trees.
This entails proper application of
required amounts of nutrients at the time they
are required by the plant to offer maximum
utilization and to produce the desired outcome.

at 150 - 200 gms per tree per application.
Compound fertilizer is applied just before
the main Harvesting ( peak crop) as it provides
balanced nutrition in preparing the plant for the
main assualt as we remove all the berries at this
time, leaving the plant heavily stressed. It is also
applied in splits of 150 - 200 gms per tree, starting
two weeks after the rains, to ensure the plant has
developed hair roots, which are highly essential
for feeding.

Generally, we can categorize nutrition as
Crucial and supplementary.
Crucial;
Application of well composed farm yard
manure, which helps in supplying all nutrients,
but most importantly improving soil texture and
structure. This also is the provison of three main
elements at the required large quantities needed
by the plant at the times of the year.
These are Nitrogen, Phosphorous, Potassium.
These are supplied through ground application
fertilizers like C.A.N and compound fertilizers.
C.A.N is applied after the main cropping to
promote initiation of more healthy leaves that
will supply the plant with enough food for the
berries it is bearing at this time.
It is usually applied in split of two applications

Supplementary;
This involves dosing the plants with various
nutrients, both major and minor elements, mainly
through irrigation or foliar spray, at specific times
of the year, to supplement the miin feeding, due
to some special needs of the plant.
For example; After the main harvesting, we do
main pruning, which leaves the plant severely
stressed. we need to prepare the plant for the next
main flowering, and this time we apply Boron and
Zinc, through foliar spray at the recommended
doses to aid the plant in the same.
We also apply Phosphorous through Agro
leaf High phosphorous ( 52 % ) to help in flower
initiation, root initiation and internode formation
on Primary and Secondary branches, crucial in
holding the berries.

I

Agro leaf Total ( 20:20:20 ) N:P:K is applied after
the flower formation upto berry maturity, which
helps in provision of the three main elements to
the plant when it is carrying the berries.this also
provides other trace elements at the reqiured
small doses.
Agro leaf High K ( 31 % ) is applied at berry
maturity just when the ripening process is starting
to aid in the following; Proper sugar : acid ratio
formatin in the berries, Formation of mucilage
which aids in good fermentation of the berries,
uniform ripening to form a shiny deep red colour
on the berries to avoid harvesting losses.
Potassium also helps in formation of the
waxy deep green coffee leaves which is crucial
in food formation. Weed control through usage
of glyphosate like Glycel also helps reduce
competition for food by weeds hence improving
nutrition. This also ensures minimum tillage,
hence less soil disturbance, therefore maintaining
a good soil texture and structure.
But most importantly, nutrition is guided by
the soil and leaf analysis that helps to give us the
exact position of the required nutrients for our
coffee farms which aids in minimizing wastage as
we are encouraged to do farming as a business.

Elgon Kenya
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Elgon Kenya introduces
‘kadogo’ drip kit

BY NELSON MAINA

F

arming has become an expensive
affair, more so for farmers on the
low end of the economy. What with
the ever rising cost of farm inputs
and machinery which has forced
low income earners to buy products in small
own ass tthe
he
quantities in what is now popularly known
‘kadogo economy’.
elp
Elgon Kenya’s Ltd, whose main aim iss to he
help
d and has
has
farmers grow, has not been left behind
it w
hich
introduced a ‘kadogo’ dripkit. The drip kkit
which
o brin
ng on
on
costs as low as Kshs.20, 000 is tailored to
bring
xpe
ensiive
board smallholders’ who cannot afford e
expensive
equipments for their irrigation needs.
de tto
o su
uitt
Dubbed Elgon DripKit, it is tailor-made
suit
all holder
hold
der
irrigation and fertigation needs for small
atio
on o
n
farmers. The kits designed for installation
on
ct aass
small plots and community projects will aact
eve
ement
propellers towards better yield achievement
using existing resources.
acke
ed
The kit which is portable is neatlyy pa
packed
ortaatio
on,
in one box to facilitate easy transportation,
avittyassembly and installation. It is fully gra
gravityxtraa
powered eliminating the possibility of e
extra
ater ffrom
ro
om
power costs incurred from pumping water
its source to the farm.
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Elgon DripKit comes with high quality
accessories fully equipped with 12 mm dripline
that is made of resistant materials for easy
application of soluble fertilizers. These are fitted
for special take-off as they have easy lateral
plugging abilities which come in handy when
only partial irrigation is required.
It is tailored to irrigate and fertigate small
plots of up to 500m2 with the smallest unit
being a 250m2. It is suitable for all crops, such as
vegetables, cereals, pulses, fruit trees, and herbs
whether in the open field or inside greenhouses.
Among the advantages a farmer is guaranteed
to gain by using our kit include, efficiency in water
use and reduction of manual labour owing to the
kit’s features which promote water and fertilizer
distribution while reducing evaporation and
run-offs. This hampers growth of the weed while
at the same time eliminates wetting of foliage
thereby minimizing fungal diseases associated
with dampness on plants.
The affordability of the kit per unit and full
technical and agronomical support offered by
Elgon Kenya Ltd is also a plus for the farmer. In
El
addi
ad
diti
tion
on,, th
the
e co
comp
company
mpan
anyy ha
hass de
deve
developed
velo
lope
ped
d a sp
spec
special
ecia
iall
addition,

package for farmer groups which can be accessed
cheaply. The groups also stand to get hybrid seeds
and fertilizers and free advice from Elgon Kenya’s
agronomists.
Elgon Kenya ltd believes that such packages
to aid farmers with low capacity to acquire
expensive irrigation equipments will transform
Kenya’s agricultural sector making the country
not only to produce enough for consumption but
also for the export markets.
Kenya is well endowed with plenty of land
and water as well as favorable tropical climatic
conditions by virtue of its location along the
Equator which means, if properly harnessed, these
resources can elevate it into a global agricultural
powerhouse.
Israel, which has far much less land and
water, and is basically located in the middle of
a desert has been transformed into the world’s
most agricultural technologically advanced
nation, and Kenya can learn from this tiny
Middle East state.

DRIP KIT
Two different models 250m2 and 500m2
Gravity Powered Drip Irrigation
System -250m2 - and 500m2

✦ Fully gravity-powered: no need
for pump or power source
✦ Easy to install: no need for
technical expertise
✦ Portable system: it can be easily
disassembled and stored
✦ Install: It can be installed on
open field or greenhouse
East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road P.O. Box 46826 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel: (020) 6534410, Fax: (020) 6534807.
E-mail: info@elgonkenya.com. salesdesk@elgonkenya.com
Elgon Kenya
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Pictorial

Francis Kabiru (front row in T-shirt) with coffee farmers during a training in Mukurweini, Nyeri County

One of the knapsack sprayers sold by Elgon Kenya Limited

Elgon Kenya Limited directors Mr Baiju Kantaria and Bimal Kan

Visitors examine some of Elgon Kenya products during a farmers’ training organized by the
Ministry of Agriculture in Naivasha

Agriculture Minister Dr. Sally Kosgey enjoys a cup of coffee with Elgon Kenya Director Mr Bimal
Kantaria,looking on is a participant during IFTEX in March.
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Elgon Kenya Limited Irrigation Engineers, Mr Mangesh
used for drip irrigation

Pictorial

Stockist during a training in Eldoret organized by Elgon Kenya Ltd

ntaria at IFTEX Trade Fair, 2012

Elgon Kenya Limited stockists training in Mwea
Stockist during a training in Nyahururu organized by Elgon Kenya Ltd

Haldavanekar and Santosh Gadhe display equipment

Sleeves department employees with their tools of trade

Elgon Kenya
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Pictorial

Downing the Downy
Mildew with Ethofin 10SC
Traditionally, the prevalence of the disease in Kenya used to be
seasonal confined to the rainy periods, but this is changing.

BY DAVID MUIRU

T

he Downy Mildew disease
(Peronospora sparsa) is one
of the key challenges in roses
production in Kenya today. If
and when the weather is suitable
(moist cloudy conditions) for its development,
frequent epidemics are often encountered
leading to loss of a whole flush or flushes in
highly susceptible varieties.
Traditionally, the prevalence of the disease
in Kenya used to be seasonal confined to
the rainy periods, but this is
changing throughout the year in
high altitude areas where some
growers have established some
farms, driven by the market
demand for better quality roses.
This calls for careful integration
of all possible downy mildew
management methods, chief
among them being chemicals.
Ethofin 10SC is one the newest
unique chemistries now available
in the Kenyan market since its
successful launch in early 2011.
Description
Ethofin 10SC is composed of
Ethaboxam (100g/l) as the active
ingredient and belongs to the
class U5 in the FRAC code (no
known resistance) implying that
it can be used safely for eons. It
has broad spectrum, systemic,
protective and early curative,
with long residual activity against
the water loving fungi. Ethofin
10SC belongs to WHO class IV
and is thus unlikely to cause
harm if used as recommended.
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It is manufactured in Japan by Summit Agro
international Ltd.
Mode of action
Ethofin 10SC is like a double edged sword
with a dual mode of action. It inhibits the
normal development of the fungi by attacking
the microtubular cytoskeleton, making it
weak and impossible to ramify and penetrate
the plant tissues. It also interferes with the
mitochondrial respiration, denying the fungi
vital energy especially at the early stages of
disease development, eventually killing it

before causing major damages. The two modes
of actions make it hard for the fungi to develop
resistance against Ethofin 10SC, confirming it to
be smarter than the Fungi.
Application rate and timing
For best results Ethofin 10SC should be
applied early in the disease cycle before the
signs are advanced. Ethofin 10SC has both
systemic and translaminar movement in the
plant tissues ensuring good acquisition by the
target fungus. This aspect assures the grower
maximum protection against Downey mildew
because the disease is also systemic.
In roses, a rate of 1.5-2.0lts/ha
repeated after 7 days is recommended.
Do not under or overdose and
remember to rotate with molecules
that have different modes of action
after two end-to-end applications to
avoid resistance development.
Crop tolerance
Roses tolerate Ethofin 10SC well
when used at the recommended
dosage, however growers should
conduct sensitivity tests before full
scale application.
Compatibility
Except strong alkaline materials,
Ethofin 10SC mixes well with most
insecticides and fungicides. It is
prudent however, to conduct a test
before spraying.
Ethofin 10SC is also compatible with
many biological control agents and
beneficials and is therefore suitable
for inclusion in IPM programmes.

Training

Label department- a peek into
the future of printing labels
As a matter of fact it takes pride in being the first local firm to be awarded the highest
level of BRC accreditation available, which is grade A

Mr George Omuok
BY GEORGE OMUOK

A

s the leading local packaging and
printing company, Elgon Kenya
invests in sustaining a world class
manufacturing operation.
From
printed polythene bags, flower
sleeves, self adhesive labels, corrugated cartons to
plastic blow moulding, the company’s approach of
keeping pace with the latest technology has led to
tremendous growth over the last ten years.
Its Label department specialises in the production
of global standard self adhesive labels for leading
lnternational and local companies.
The department has invested in the very highest
level of quality and automation available, in the
label printing industry. All its machineries and raw
material are sourced from the very best suppliers
globally. It also boasts of having a dedicated team
of a highly trained workforce to which there is no

challenge too great that their customers can put
to them that they cannot achieve. As a result it
has become the supplier of choice of self adhesive
labels to the highly demanding horticulture/
floriculture industry where tight delivery schedules
and high quality have to be consistently met.
Because of the high quality labels, the department
has recorded exponential growth since its

inception slightly over seven years ago.
The department also boast of having both ISO
and BRC accreditation. As a matter of fact it takes
pride in being the first local firm to be awarded the
highest level of BRC accreditation available, which
is grade A. This was achieved after a rigorous
audit exercise which confirmed that as a company
we manufacture safe labels that meet the high
hygiene standards set by major retailers in the
United Kingdom. Says Mr Zakayo Waithaka, the
company’s Quality Systems Auditor. “They set these
standards otherwise known as BRC standards, to
ensure that all Packaging material used in all their
outlets are free from contaminants that may put at
risk the health of their customers.
This makes Elgon Kenya one of the very few local
firms that are allowed to produce labels destined
for both the UK and continental market.
The European market has become increasingly
aware of the need to have safe and hygienic
packagingmaterialespeciallyforallthehorticultural
produce imported into the continent.
This is in part due to recent concern raised on the
use of high migration Inks and chemicals that can
slowly find their way into foodstuff through any
packaging material that is deemed as not providing
a functional barrier. These include polythene
wraps, plastic bottles, cartons and trays.
“The good news is that here at Elgon Kenya,
we produce labels that have been tested and
certified to be safe for use on all packaging
material used for foodstuff due to extremely
low migration risk. This makes us the ideal label
supplier to the fresh produce exporters who
will not need to worry about the safety of our
labels. What is good for the goose is also good
for the gander. local companies also have a duty
to protect their clients, and especially those
companies dealing with food, beverages and
drugs packaging. By using our labels they will
be achieving exactly that.” says Mr Sachin Pande,
Sales and Labels Production Manager.
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High yielding fast maturing
hybrid seeds

Cucumber plant

By MANISH TYAGI

E

lgon Kenya Ltd has moved a step
further in developing its seed
business with a wide range of open
pollinated (OP) varieties and well
performing hybrids.
Hybrid seeds always have an edge over OPs
because of wider adaptability, disease tolerance,
high yields and fast maturity.
Elgon’s seeds have been carefully selected for
local climatic conditions. These include:
CUCUMBER- ELGON CH 09- This hybrid is well
tested in different weather conditions of Kenya
and found suitable for both open and tunnel –
greenhouse.
It is a semi determinate type, a quick yielder,
starts flowering in around 30 days, fruits in 35 days
and starts yielding in 50-55 days. It then continues
to give high yield for the next 50 days. Fruit color
is dark green, tender rind, sweet in taste and
suitable for the local market and export. Average
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fruit length is 18-20cm and weighs 250 grammes.
It is highly tolerant to some of the major diseases
like Anthracnose, Powdery and Downy mildews.
Preferred growing conditions for cucumbers is
warm weather and minimum sunlight requirement
is 7-8 hours, suitable soil temperature is 70
degrees Fahrenheit and soil ph should be 6.5, its
better to avoid the crop in frost conditions.
It grows well in spacing of row to row of 4.5- 5
feet, and plant to plant at 1 foot. This means per
acre plant could be more up to 9,000 plants that
will add to yield by 20% more.
WATER MELON – After vigorous testing, the
company has come up with two synchronized
high yielding hybrids in the sugar baby segment;
1.BLACKBALL – This is dark green in colour
with average fruit weight of around 6-8 kgs, long
shelf life and sweet in taste with an average two
fruits per plant, that matures in 85 days.
2.SWEET SHINE- Black in colour, quick and
high yielding characteristic, fruit weight 6-8
kgs, maturity is 80 days and has synchronized
harvesting of total yield in two pickings resulting
in less labour cost.

To grow watermelons, soil temperature should
be between 18-24 degrees centigrade and soil ph
should not be more than 6.8. It is always better
to grow water melons in ridges with row to row
distance of 2m and plant to plant 30 cms. When
your vine is 2m long pinch the tip so as to get
more branches and higher yields.
CAPSICUM- GREEN BELL F1- This capsicum
hybrid is a vigorous yielder that suits greenhouse
production. Fruiting starts after 35 days of
transplanting so quick nutrition management is
required as the hybrid is vigorous and early bearer.
It is a sturdy plant type with good tolerance to all
major diseases. Fruit weight is 110 gms and is well
suited to green and red fruit segment.
Warm weather conditions of over 5 months
growing period are best for capsicums. Optimum
temperatures for fruit setting are between
16 and 21 degrees centigrade, for good fruit
development night temperatures between 15-17
and day temperatures between 24 – 30 degrees
centigrade.
Green Bell is best among the hybrids in
Kenya and well suited to supermarkets and local
outlets.
Multicut Coriander
Elgon Kenya has the best performing coriander
multicut, also an improved variety that has
become a hot product among seeds because of
its high yield as well as aroma.

Watermelon

Packaging Product Range

Plain & Printed Labels

Plastic Sheeting

Plain & Printed Flower Sleeves

Plain & Printed Polythene Bags

Plain & Printed Cartons

Crates & Buckets

Plain & Printed Strapping Rolls

Sutli Twine

Plain & Printed Jerrycans

Packaging with a difference
East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road
P.O. Box 46826 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel: (020) 6534410 Fax: (020) 6534807. E-mail: info@elgonkenya.com
Elgon Kenya
Website: www.elgonkenya.com
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Elgon Kenya staff Edwin Nyabiba and Pradeep Kumar at a field day

Mr Yogi Yagnik and Dr Sally Kosgey at IFTEX Exhibition in Nairobi

Mr Ashok Reddy and Mr Bimal Kantaria at IFTEX Exhibition in
Nairobi

Livestock PS Mr. Kenneth Lusaka (l) with other visitors at KLPA Njoro

Elgon team at IFTEX Exhibition in Nairobi in March

Mr Mahesh Sharma, David Muiru and Vaibhav Deshmukh at
IFTEX Exhibition in Nairobi

Planning and Logistics Department

Kamlesh Kumar K. Patel, Head Planning
and Logistics Department
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Rajesh Arjan Vagadia ,Planning and Logistics
Department

Rose Thuku,Planning and Logistics
Department

Elgon Kenya Limited at Wambugu Farm

KInzo bunching onion

Fuyuwaka bunching onion

Elgon Cucumber C09 F1

Elgon Kenya
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The customer comes first
and is always right

Nishal Sodha, Director

A

lready another quarter has gone
by and it’s time to give Elgon’s
internal publication an update of
what’s been happening at Global
Hardware Ltd.
It feels like it was only yesterday when we were
occupying 370 square feet of floor space in one of
Elgon’s smaller warehouses, awaiting the new ‘godowns’ to be built. Now, barely two years later, we
are running out of space in our state-of-the-art
20,000 square feet warehouses that were custombuilt to ‘get this project off the ground’. Time sure
flies when you’re having fun!
We must be doing something right: The secret
lies in quality consciousness.
Refusing to rest on our laurels, Global strives to
seek out the best quality products from a large
range of manufacturers and make these available
to all our customers in the most cost-effective
manner, sustainably!
From a measly 3 containers a month, we now
import a large number of containers of finished
products a month – literally more than one
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container being off-loaded every single day. Our
partners in India and China are at the forefront
of innovation in their respective fields. More
importantly: they share our philosophy of being
both cost and quality conscious.
At any one time, we are engaging with 60+
suppliers of every item we import. This doesn’t
necessarily mean we import from the cheapest
supplier, though. Careful evaluation goes into
supplier identification and selection before the
one who best matches our ethics, price and quality
requirements gets to be a partner.
Should any one of the stated criteria not be met,
we select another partner from our large list. This
way, we ensure our customers across East Africa
continue to enjoy the very best of the products
they have a need for.
Our customers retain their position on the
pedestal we have put them on: they are our sole
reason to exist, and hand in hand with Elgon Kenya
Ltd. Global strives to provide customers of the
group with a total solution to their needs.
Have an inquiry? Please do get in touch with
Rikim, Sanjay, Joy or Jyoti – all on hand to be of
service to you.
Better still, drop us a line on globalhardware
kenya@gmail.com and ask to be put onto our
automated e-mail notification service. All new
arrivals are regularly advertised upon receipt –
after all: the customer comes first!
Email: globalhardwarekenya@gmail.com
Cell: 0786 GLO BAL (456 225)

Elgon Kenya
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Bayer East Africa launches new
missile aganist Downy Mildew
Infinito offers a new mode of action for Downy
Mildew control, and in Kenya, it is only registered
for use in flowers although in other countries like
the Netherlands, it is applied in potatoes.
It is a combination of two products, a common
practice in the sector because when in doubles,
they beef up each other in facing the enemy.
He adds that it is fast taken up by crops but warn
the farmers to apply it early enough for maximum
effects.
Now, Bayer’s advice to growers is; control by
prevention. “Unless you want to cut back your
roses, prevent Downy Mildew from attacking
them because after it lodges, no amount of cure
will save them,” Mr Murungi told an attentive
audience. “It is disastrous once it strikes with
definite losses, meaning the only way is; prevent,”
came the reality that was loaded with; a 5 per cent
attack leaves you with 30 per cent loss of stems

therefore you can’t sell your flowers. In the event
of an attack, the cure is by heavy application of
chemicals at short intervals that will cure the
disease but end up with low quality unsellable
stems. The other alternative is to cut plants, which

Elgon Kenya Limited
is an authorized
distributor
results in losing an entire season’s harvest as the
grower waits for it to heal, bud and flush again.
The efficacy of the new products has been
conducted at the two research mandated farms –

Finlays and Oserian. Mr Murungi told those who
are happy with the existing products – Melody
Duo, Previcur Energy and Verita, “if you have
been happy with these, you will be happier with
Infinito!”
He also advised growers that management of
diseases and pests is not all pesticides. “It is 60 per
cent cultural control and 40 per cent pesticides.
“Too much usage of pesticides helps building of
resistance therefore use products of the same
category interchangeably.
The launch coincided with the onset of the long
rains, heralding the wet and cold season that is the
disease’s fodder. “Downy Mildew is a wet weather
disease,” he said adding that the high altitude
regions are most affected.
The product is described as having a good
toxicological profile that is harmless to beneficial
insects.

Fact sheet
Infinito is a combination of an active ingredient fluopicolide and the established
compound propamocarb, Fluopicolide’s novel and unique mechanism of action leads to
rapid destabilization of fungal cell structures. “Unlike other fungicides, Infinito works much
earlier before the germination of spores,” says Bayer CropScience Senior Crop Manager,
Joseph Murungi.
It provides particularly long-lasting protection for the plant, and its efficacy remains
constant under all weather conditions. It controls all stages of the downy mildew pathogen
lifecycle, as well as providing long-lasting control that maximises yield and quality in
roses.
With its two unique modes of action, mitosis and cell division, Infinito has a systematic,
protectant and translaminar activity against Downy Mildew. It has a high-level consistence
in protection of leaves and stems.
Farmers are advised to use 1.2-1.5 litres per hectare in 1500 litres of water. They should
apply preventively at 5-7 day intervals depending on the disease pressure. They are also
advised to repeat this for up to a maximum of two consecutive applications per flush
cycle.
Elgon Kenya Limited is an authorized distributor.
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East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road
P.O. Box 46826 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel: (020) 2399998/4, 0722 203089, 0733 699992.
E-mail: salesdesk@elgonkenya.com
Elgon Kenya
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Elgon Kenya Ltd wins DuPont 2012
Environmental Respect Award

Mr Nishal Sodha with Thomas Reitz, DuPont
Representative for East and West Africa
BY NELSON MAINA

I

n a development that signifies Elgon
Kenya’s continued regional leadership, the
agricultural-inputs supplies company has
won a major global award for steering its
business in a manner that preserves and
protects nature besides offering effective service
to farmers.
The company won the hotly contested 2012
Environmental Respect Award that had 65 entries
drawn from over 20 countries. Apart from an
agent in Algeria, Elgon Kenya was the only other
company in Africa given the award.
The awards are given to companies that
demonstrate
conscious
and
consistent
determination to preserve and protect the
environment as they supply farmers with
agricultural inputs and information.
Initiated in 1990, the Award scheme is considered
the agricultural industry’s highest recognition for
environmental stewardship among agricultural
retailers around the world who provide farmers
with the nutrients, safe pest control products,
outreach programs and important information
they require to increase crop production.
Previously a US-only award scheme, the
Environmental Respect Awards were opened
up to companies from other parts of the world
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seven years ago. This development led to the
involvement of more than 400 businesses in 25
countries. Such companies have joined more
than 5,400 U.S. retailers who have entered the
Environmental Respect Awards and shared their
stewardship initiatives over the last 20 years.
The awards scheme is sponsored by DuPont Crop
Protection and managed by CropLife magazine
and Farm Chemicals International magazine.
Started more than 200 years ago, DuPont is a world
leader in market-driven innovation and science
and has a presence in more than 90 countries. It is
associated with innovative products, materials and
services.
The Award strengthens Elgon Kenya’s regional
leadership in the manufacturing of packaging
materials, distribution of agrochemical and
fertilizers in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and Ethiopia.
The company boasts of a strong, motivated,
technically proficient and experienced sales team
which offers appropriate and effective services to
clients.
In order to be considered for the awards,
entrants are required to complete an extensive
self-evaluation form, detailing their emergency
procedures, stewardship efforts and local
educational endeavours. Like other winners, Elgon
Kenya was able to demonstrate environmental

Mr Nishal Sodha with other winners

stewardship, professional excellence, and
community involvement as well as the proper
application and leadership in safety and
stewardship among customers and employees.
Elgon Kenya’s Mr Nishal Sodha travelled
to US to receive the Award on behalf of the
company. Subsequently, Thomas Reitz, DuPont
Representative for East and West Africa,
congratulated the company saying that it “has
gone beyond fashion to walk the talk by investing
thousands of dollars in new facilities, new
equipment and better training that is designed
to protect the environment while serving farmers
better.” He also thanked Elgon for committing itself
to agricultural development in Kenya; making sure
that the products they handle are safe and effective
and that its storage and distribution processes
are environmentally sound. “The company has
shown that it passes on these concepts of good
stewardship to its customers, the farmers. Those
are the elements that make Elgon one of the top
environmental stewards in the nation.”
Environmental stewardship is critically important
now more than any other time in human history
because the world has continued to experience
shortage of water and suitable land at a time when
global population is on the increase.

Cereal Products

Bavistin DF

Titan 25ES

Glycel

Glean

Acanto 250 SC

Lambdaster 5% EC

East GateRoad,
Road,P.O.
OffBox
Mombasa
East Gate Road, Off Mombasa
46826 -Road
00100, Nairobi, Kenya.
P.O.
Box
46826
00100,
Nairobi,
Kenya.
Tel: (020) 6534410 Fax: (020) 6534807. E-mail: info@elgonkenya.com
Tel: (020) 6534410
Fax: (020)
6534807. E-mail: info@elgonkenya.com
Website:
www.elgonkenya.com
Website: www.elgonkenya.com
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Adjuvant

Fungicide

Silwet Gold

Cupravit 50WP

Composition:
Organosilicone

Rates:
0.2 - 0.3ml / Ltr

Target Disease/ Pest
0.2 - 0.3ml / Ltr

Herbicide
Glycel 489 SL
Composition:

Composition:

Glyphosate 480g/l

Copper Oxy Chloride

Rates:

Rates:

2.5 - 3Ltr / ha 180-200ml/20Ltr

2 - 4 Kg / ha 60-80 gms/20Ltr

Target Disease/ Pest

Target Disease/ Pest

Broad leaf weeds,
Annual and Perrenial weeds

Leaf Rust,CBD

Everris foliar fertilizers
Agroleaf High N
A
Agroleaf
High P
A
Agroleaf
High K
A
Agroleaf
Total
A

31 +
12 +
15 +
20 +

11
52
10
20

+11 +Traces
+ 5 +Traces
+31 +Traces
+20 +Traces

Insecticide
Tricel 48EC
Bortrac 150
A concentrated Boron product
for foliar application
Guarantee:Boron 10.9% ,150g/l
Application Rate: 1 Ltr/Ha

C
Composition:
C
Chlorpyriphos
R
Rates:
11Ltr. / ha 40ml/20Ltr
T
Target
Disease/ Pest
Cut worms, Aphids and
C
aantestia bugs

East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road
P.O. Box 46826 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel: (020) 6534410 Fax: (020) 6534807. E-mail: info@elgonkenya.com
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